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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we investigate the set of all sums over subsequences of a sequence 
at .... , a~ of elements in a finite elementary Abelian group. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let al ..... as be a sequence of  non-zero elements from a finite Abel ian 
group G (written additively) and let S denote the set of sums over all 
subsequences. How large must s be to ensure that 0 eS?  In [1] Erdtis 
and Hei lbronn conjectured that 0 ~ S if G is the group of additive residues 
modulo n, s > 2nW2, and the a~ are distinct. They proved that S = G 
in the case of the additive residues modulo the prime p if s ~> 3(6p)1/2 and 
the a~ are distinct. In [3] H. B. Mann and the author  showed that, in the 
elementary Abel ian group of type (p, p), G = S if the a, are distinct and 
s>~2p- -1 .  
In this paper, we give sufficient condit ions for S = G in the elementary 
Abel ian group. 
2. THEOREMS AND PROOF 
For  a finite set A let ]A I denote the number of  elements in A. I f  
A1, .... As are subsets of  a group G, let 
A1 + "'" + As 
denote the set of all sums a 1 + ... + as,  a, ~ A~. I f  al  ..... as ~ G, let 
S(al ..... as) 
denote the set of  all sums 32g=~ eia~, where ei = 0 or 1, but not all ~ = 0. 
Final ly, let p be a fixed prime. 
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LEMMA 1. Let a~ ..... as be a sequence of non-zero elements from the 
group G of additive residue classes modulo  p. 
(i) I f  s >~ p -- 1, then S(a I ..... as) contains all elements of G except 
possibly O. 
(ii) I f  s >~ p, then S(ax ..... as) = G. 
PROOF: Apply  the Cauchy-Davenpor t  theorem [2, Corol lary 1.2.3] to 
the sum 
T = {0, al} + "'" + {0, as} 
to obtain I T] = p. This proves (i) and (ii) follows from (i). 
THEOREM 1. Let ax ,..., as be a sequence of non-zero elements from the 
elementary Abelian group G of order p~ (n ~ 2). 
(i) I f  s >~ 2n-l(p - -  1), then S(al ..... as) includes a coset b + P where 
P is a subgroup of order p. 
(ii) l f  s >~ (2 n - -  1)(p - -  1) and each proper subgroup of G contains at 
most s -- (2 n-t - -  1)(p - -  1) of the terms a~ , then S(a t ,..., as) = G. 
We first prove the theorem for n = 2 and then proceed by induct ion 
on n. 
PROOF OF (i) WrTH n = 2: Let Q be a subgroup of  order p which 
contains the maximal number k of  the terms a~. I f  k /> p, then (i) fol lows 
by Lemma 1. Assume that k ~< p - -  1 and rearrange terms so that 
a~q~Q, l~ i~p-1 ;  
a iEQ,  p - -1  < i<~p- - l -kk ;  
aiq~Q, p - -  l +k  <i .  
I fp  ~ r, then at leastp - -  1 of the terms at .... , a~_t are not in the subgroup 
(at) generated by a~. Hence (applying the lemma to the factor group 
G/(a~)) for r >~ p, S(al . . . . .  at-l) contains at least one element from each 
of  the p - -  I cosets b -k (at), b • (a~), of  (a,.) in G. Therefore 
and either 
or  
F S(a l  .... , a~-l) t >~ p-  1, 
S(at ,..., a~_l) includes a complete coset 
of  (at), for some p ~ r ~< 2(p - -  1), 
IS(a1 ..... ar)[ ~ IS(a1 ,..., ar-1)[ -}-P, 
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I f  (2) holds we are done. Otherwise (by (1) and (3)) we have 
I S(al ..... a~(~-a))l 1> pZ - -  1, 
and this implies (i). 
PROOF OF (ii) WITH n = 2: Assume first that some subgroup P of  
order p contains p (or more) of  the terms at 9 By hypothesis, at least p =- 1 
o f  the a~ are not  P. Rearrange terms so that 
a iEP ,  l <~ i<~p;  
a~ (~ P, p < i <~ 2p - -1 .  
By Lemma 1, S(a~ ..... a~) = P and S(a~+~ ..... a2~-1) contains at least one 
element from each coset b q- P, b q! P. It fol lows that S(ax ..... a2~-0 = G. 
Assume now that each proper  subgroup of  G contains at most p - -  1 
of  the terms a~. We may assume also that p ~> 3, for i fp  ----- 2 then a~, a2, 
a 3 are distinct and al + a~ + a3 = 0. 
We show next that the terms may be so rearranged that there exist 
integers v and w and subgroups V and W of  order p such that 
1 ~ v ~< 89 - -  I) and 1 ~< w ~< 89  1); 




l~<i~<p- -1 ;  
p~i~p- -1  +v;  
2p - -  l - -  w <~ i <~ 2(p - -1 )  ; 
2p- -  1 ~<i~<3(p- -  1); 
For  each subgroup P of G, at least p - -  1 of the terms 
al ,..., a~_~+~ are not  in P and at least p - -  1 of  the terms 







Since no proper  subgroup contains more than p - -  1 of  the ai,  we may rear- 
range terms so that each proper  subgroup contains at most 89 - -  1)of the 
ai (1 ~< i~< {(p - -  1)) and at most 89 - -  1) of  the ai (~Co - 1) < i ~< 3(p - 1)). 
Let V be a subgroup of  order p which contains exactly v of  the ai 
(1 ~<i~<~(p- -1 )  with v maximal.  Since 1 ~<v~ 89  1), a t  least 
p - -  1 of  the ai (1 ~< i ~< ~(p - -  1)) are not in V. Hence we may rearrange 
the ai (1 ~< i ~< ~(p - -  1)) so that (5) and (6) hold. Similarly, by choosing W 
to contain exactly w of  the terms a~ (~(p - -  1) < i ~< 3(p - -  1)) with w 
maximal,  we may rearrange so that (7) and (8) hold. Statement (9) follows 
by the maximal i ty of  v and w. 
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I fp  ~< r ~< 2(p - -  1), then (by (5), (6), and (9)) at least p - -  1 of  the 
terms al . . . . .  ar_ 1 are not in (a~) and hence, by Lemma 1, S(al .... , a~._~) 
contains at least one element from each of  the cosets b + (a~), b r (a~), 
of  (a~) in G. Therefore 
and either 
or  
{ S(a 1 ..... a~_ l )  [ ~> p - -  1, 
S(al ..... a~_~) i nc ludes  a complete coset of  
(at), for some p ~< r ~< 2(p - -  1), 
(lO) 
(ll) 
{ S(al ..... ar){ ~> { S(al ..... ar_~)r + p, 
for all p~<r~<2(p- -  1). (12) 
I f  (12) holds, then 
{ S(al ..... a2(~-1)){ >~ p2 _ 1. (13) 
Hence, in any case, there exists an r (p ~< r ~< 2(p - -  1)) and b ~ G such that 
S(a~ ..... a~) 3_ b + (a~). (14) 
Since r ~ 2(p - -  1) it follows (by (7), (8), and (9)) that at least p - -  1 
of the ar+l ..... a3(~-~) are not in (a~). Hence, by Lemma 1, every coset 
c + (a~), c r (at) contains an element of  S(ar+l ..... as(~-~)). Combining 
this with (14), it follows that S(al ..... a3(~_~)) includes every coset of  
(a~) in G. This proves (ii). 
Assume now that n > 2 and that the theorem is true for n - -  1. 
PROOF OF (i): Statement (i) is clear (by Lemma 1) if p (or more)o f  
the ai lie in a subgroup of  order p and is clear (by induction) if 2n-2(p - -  1) 
(or more)o f  the ai lie in a proper subgroup of  G. We may assume, 
therefore, that each proper  subgroup contains at most 2"-2(p --  1) of the 
ai and that every subgroup of  order p contains at most p - -  1 of  the ai 9 
Let P be a subgroup of  order p which contains the maximal number  k 
of  the ai and rearrange terms so that 
a i~P,  1 ~ i ~< (2n-1 - -  1)(p - -  1); 
a ieP ,  (2 "-1 - -  1)(p - -  1) < i ~ (2 n-1 - -  1)(p - -  1) + k; 
a, ~ P, (2 n-1 - -  1)(p - -  1) + k < i ~< 2~-~(p - -  1). 
Let (2 "-1 - -  1)(p - -  1) < r ~< 2"-1(p - -  1). Then at least (2 ~-1 - -  1)(p - -  1) 
of  the terms ax ..... a~_x are not in (a~). Since each proper  subgroup contains 
at most 2~-2(p --  1) of  the a i ,  we may apply statement (ii) of  the theorem 
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(at stage n --  l)  to the factor groupG/(ar) and conclude that S(az ..... ar_l) 
contains at least one element f rom each coset of  (a~) in G. Thus  either 
S(al ..... a~_O includes a complete coset of  (a~) for some 
(2 n-1 - -  1)(p - -  1) ~ r ~ 2~-1(p - -  1) 
or S(al ..... as) = G. This proves (i). 
PROOF OF (ii): We prove (ii) in three cases. 
CASE 1. Some subgroup P o f  order p contains p (or more) o f  the ai .  
Rearrange terms so that  
al ,..., at (~ P; 
at+l ,..;, as ~ P. 
By hypothesis  - -  t ~< s - -  (2  n -1  - -  1 ) (p  - -  1 )  and therefore 
t >~ (2~-X)(p - -  1). 
I f  H is a proper  subgroup of  G which includes P,  then H conta ins  at most  
[s - -  (2 "-1 - -  1)(p - :  1)] - -  (s - -  t) = t - -  (2 "-~ - -  1)(p - -  I) 
< t - (2  - -~  - 0 (p  - 1)  
of the as (1 ~ i ~ t). Thus we may apply the theorem (statement (ii) at 
stage n - -  1) to the factor group G/P to conclude that  S(al .... , at) conta ins  
at least one element f rom each coset of P in G. Since S(at+~ ..... as) -~ P, 
it fol lows that S(ax ..... as) ~ G. 
CASE 2. Some proper subgroup H o f  G contains 2~-2(p - -  1) (or more) 
o f  the as, but each subgroup o f  G o f  order p contains at most p --  I o f  the as. 
Rearrange terms so that at+l , . . . ,  as E H where 
s - -  t = 2~-2(p - -  1). 
By statement (i) (at stage n - -  1), S(at+l ..... as) includes a complete coset 
b § P of  some subgroup P of  H of order p. Therefore it suffices to show 
that S(a~ . . . . .  a t )  contains an e lement f rom each coset of  P in G. We may 
assume that 
at ,..., at, (~ P, 
a~+l ,..., at e P, 
where 
0~t - -u~p- -  i: 
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By hypothesis  s - -  u ~< s - -  (2 '~-1 - -  1)(p - -  1) and therefore 
u > (2 ~-1 - -  1)(p - -  1). 
I f  K is any proper  subgroup of  G which includes P, then K contains at most  
s - -  (t - -  u) - -  (2 "-1 - -  1)(/9 - -  1) - -  u - -  (2 n-z - -  1)(p - -  1) 
of  the terms ai (1 ~< i ~< u). Therefore we may apply the theorem (statement 
(ii) at stage n - -  1) to the factor  group G/P and conclude that  S(a t ,..., au) 
conta ins  an dement  f rom each coset o f  P in G. 
CASE 3. Each subgroup of  order p contains at most p -- 1 o f  the ai and 
each proper subgroup of  G contains at most 2n-e(p -- 1) of  the ai 9 
We may assume that s = (2 n - -  1)(p - -  1). I fp  = 2, then the ai accoun t 
8 for  al l  non-zero  elements o f  G and 0 = ~=1 a i .  Assume that  p >~ 3. 
As in the case n = 2, the terms may be rearranged so that,  i f  
(2 " - I  - -  1)(p - -  1) < r ~< 2"-a(p - -  1), (15) 
then at least (2 n-~ - -  1)(p - -  1) o f  the terms a~ ..... ar_~ are not  in (aO and 
at least (2 n-1 - -  1)(p - -  1) o f  the terms ar+1 ..... a,  are not  in (a~). Therefore,  
i f  r satisfies (15), we may apply  the theorem to G/(a,.) and conc lude that  
each coset  o f  (a,) in G conta ins  an dement  in S(a~ ..... a,.-O and an dement  
in S(a~+a ..... as). I t  fo l lows (by an argument  similar to the one in case 
n = 2) that  
S(a~ ..... aO 3 b + (at), 
for some b e G and some r satisfying (15). Hence  S(al ..... as) = G. This 
completes  the proo f  o f  the theorem. 
By Lemma 1, Theorem 1, and an easy induct ion  on n we have 
COROLLARY 1.1. I f  al ,..., as is a sequence of  non-zero elements f rom 
the elementary Abelian group G of  order p ~ (n ~ 2) with s ~ (2 ~ - -  1)(p - -  1), 
then S(al ..... as) inchtdes a proper subgroup o f  G o f  order p (and hence 
0 e S(al  ..... a3. )  
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